Geographical Sacred Sites that will be affected by the proposed Palen Solar Power project in
Eastern Riverside County.
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Over 150,000 acres of BLM public pristine land have been designated for proposed solar
power project sites in Eastern Riverside County, California which are along the I-10 Corridor.
All these sites are within a 50-mile radius of the Colorado River Indian Tribes Reservation.

Desert Center area included in the fast-track solar power wind projects and is where the Palen
Solar project is proposed. First Solar is in operation.
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1. Blythe Solar Project
2. McCoy Solar Project
3. Genesis Solar Project where thousands of Cremations and Indigenous artifacts were found
4. Proposed Rio Mesa project currently stopped because of the efforts of Native Americans
and environmental groups.
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Palen Solar Power Project Site
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Francis J. and Patricia H. Johnston map: University of California Archaeological Survey. April
1, 1957. Map clearly shows trail leading from McCoy Springs going west toward Desert Center
between Palen Mountains and Ford Dry Lake.
Location of proposed and constructed solar power projects added by Alfredo A. Figueroa.
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The Beginning of the 5th Sun-Aztec Calendar
This cosmic event begins in the Palo Verde/Parker Valleys during the spring equinox sunrise.
The sun rises between the Moon Mountain Twin Peaks on the Colorado River Indian
Reservation and shines on the sacred images on the Big Maria Mountain ridge. The sunrise
shadow brings down the images and they become the Blythe Giant Intaglios (geoglyph
images).
The Altar at the Blythe Giant Intaglios is where the Creator’s images get together to decide
who will organize the beginning of the 5th Sun.
During the age of the 5th Sun which began in Teotihuacan, the gods decided to establish a new
race of humans on earth. They entrusted the restoration of man to Quetzalcoatl and for this
purpose he went to Mictlan, the land of the dead, in search of the precious bones with which to
form the new man.
And as soon as the gods came together
they said: “Who shall live on the earth?
The sky has already been established,
and the earth has been established. But who shall live on the earth,
oh gods?”
Citlalinicue, Citlatónac,
Apantecuhtli, Tepanquizqui,
Quetzalcoatl, and Tezcatlipoca
Were grieved.
Then Quetzalcoatl went to Mictlan
He approached Mictlantecuhtli and Mictlancihuatl
And immediately said to them:
“I have come for the precious bones
Which you keep here,
I have come to take them.”
“What would do with them, Quetzalcoatl?”
And Quetzalcoatl answered him:
“The gods are concerned
That someone shall live on the earth.”
And Mictlantecuhtli replied:
“Very well, Sound my conch shell
And go four times around my domain.”
But the conch had no holes;
Therefore Quetzalcoatl called the worms;
They made hole in it and
Them the bees and hornets were inside
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And made it sound.
On hearing it sound, Mictlantecuhtli said again:
“People of Mictlan!
Oh gods, tell Quetzalcoatl
He must not take them.”
Quetzalcoatl replied:
“Indeed yes, I take possession of them.”
And he said to his nahual (alter ego),
“You go and tell Mictlantecuhtli I will not take them.”
And his nahual said loudly, “I will not take them.”
But them Quetzalcoatl went,
He gathered up the precious bones.
The bones of the man were together on one side
And the bones of the woman together on the other side
And Quetzalcoatl took them
And made a bundle.
Again Mictlantecuhtli said to those who served him:
“Gods, is Quetzalcoatl
Really carrying away the precious bones?
Gods, go and dig a big hole.”
They went and dug it.
And Quetzalcoatl stumbled, frightened by quail,
And fell into the hole.
He fell down as if dead
And the precious bones were scattered,
So that the quail chewed and gnawed upon them.
After a while Quetzalcoatl was revived,
He was grieved, and he said to his nahual:
“What shall I do now?”
His nahual answered him:
“Although the affair has started badly,
Let it continue as best it may.”
Quetzalcoatl gathered up the bones,
Put them together, made again a bundle
And carried them to Tamoanchan.
As soon as he arrived,
The goddess called Quilaztli,
Also called Cihuatcoatl,
Ground them up
And put them in a fine earthen tub.
Quetzalcoatl bled his male organ on them.
And immediately the gods named
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Apantecuhtli, Huictolinqui, Tepanquizqui,
Tlallamanac, Tzontemoc,
And the sixth, Quetzalcoatl
All did penance.
And they said:
“Oh gods the macehuales are born.”
And thus we mortals owe our life to penance
Because for our sake the gods did penance.
(Pre-Columbian Literatures of Mexico by Miguel Leon Portillo)
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Four Directions (Swastika) & Omeyocan Diamond (Sky)
Images
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Swastika Image represents the base of the Granite Mountain Peak, Tamoanchan as depicted
in the Borgia Codex and is overlaid on the geographical map of Eastern Riverside County.
1. Topock Maze (Mictlan), Where the Spirits Repose
2. Quetzalcoatl carries bones from Topock Maze to Old Woman Mountain
3. Old Woman Mountain (Cihuatlampa)
4. Eagle Mountain (Cuauhtepetl), Summer Solstice Sunset on Dragon Wash
5. Ripley Intaglio (Mecitli)
6. Whipple Mountain Peak “Eye” image (Ipalnemohuani)
7. Granite Mountain Southeast Peak (Tamoanchan) Where Sky meets Earth
8. Omeyocan Diamond represents the Sky and descends on Granite Peak.
9. Proposed Palen Project
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Granite Mountain Range Southeast Peak (Tamoanchan) at the northwest end of the
McCoy Valley as seen from Blythe, 45 miles away. This is the site of the Blythe Solar
and McCoy Solar projects.

Eagle descending on Granite Peak that represents where Sky meets
Earth. The Eagle represents the cosmic event of the aligning of the 5
planets within the Gemini Twins occurred May 15, 2002 and occurs every
468 years.
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Topock Maze/Mictlan-Where the Spirits Repose

Aerial Photo of Topock Maze/Mictlan

Topock Maze is 14 miles southeast of Needles, California next to the Colorado River. Interstate 40
traverses through the north part of the maze. There is where the spirits of the majority of the people who
have died go. Mictlan is the ninth and last level of the infra-world called Chignauhmictlan. Mictlan is
where the energies of Mictlantecuhtli and his wife Mictlancihuatl reign. Mictlantecuhtli in the Borgia
codex appears as a skeleton with the skull. The animals associated with them are the bat, the spider and
the owl (tecolote). The spirits who went to Mictlan died of diseases and common illnesses regardless of
their status.
Topock Maze design images are not geoglyphs but are what is called windrows and represent the infraworld. They are similar to the Nazca Lines of Peru. In Peru, the Nazca Lines represent the infra-world in
the Southern Hemisphere. The geoglyphs along the Colorado River represent the surface of earth in the
Northern Hemisphere.
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Boundary Cone Peak
Back of
Quetzalcóatl's
head mohawk
image

Cipatli's jaw-open
mouth
Cipatli's head
facing west

Boundary Cone Twin Peaks/Avi Vaskwi in Mojave/Cipatli in Nahuatl

Peak on the left represents the back of Quetzalcóatl's head. He is going to be swallowed by
the wide-open jaws of Cipatli, the alligator. Cipatli is represented by the peak on the right.
Cipatli represents Mother Earth and that is why he has his mouth open and Quetzalcóatl is
going down to the infra-world at Mictlan to get the bones. Boundary Cone is directly 19 miles
north of Topock Maze/Mictlan and 4 miles south of Oatman, Az. Boundary Cone also
represents the northeast corner of the Mictlan triangle.

Borgia Codex Plate 42

The head of Cipatli is swallowing the body of Quetzalcóatl that is going to the infra-world,
Mictlan to bring human bones for the new creation of the First Sun of the Aztec Sunstone
calendar. The body of Cipatli (alligator) symbolizes the border of the infra-world where the
spirits repose. There, you see Quetzalcóatl with a black face with his Nahualli, the owl asking
Mitlantecuhtli permission to take the bones. The Borgia codex glyph shows what is about to
happen at the Boundary Cone twins where Quetzalcóatl goes down to Mictlan.
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Quetzalcóatl Talking to Mictlantecuhtli

Bottom Part of Borgia Codex Plate 42

Mictlantecuhtli is on his throne on the left and Quetzalcóatl is on the right. Behind Quetzalcóatl
are the human bones on top of the skull. Quetzalcóatl tells Mictlantecuhtli, "I come in search of
the precious bones in your possession. I have come to take them with me. Mictlantecuhtli
responds, "What are you going to do with them, Quetzalcóatl?" Quetzalcóatl responds, "The
gods are anxious that someone must inhabit the Earth".

Bones
Quetzalcóatl took

Mictlantecuhtli's
skull

Quetzalcóatl
human image
on his knee

Quetzalcóatl and Mictlantecuhtli Mountain Images

These images are on the southside of Needles Peaks, north of Lake Havasu City, Az off Hwy
95. They represent the images seen in the Borgia Codex Plate 42. The white limestone human
image represents Quetzalcóatl. The dark shade with white lines represents the human bones
that are in the infra-world. The image of the large skull to the right of the shadow represents
Mictlantecuhtli. He is the Lord of the infra-world. His face has only one tooth that represents
the ancient image of the creator. Topock Maze is on the California side. All these images
within the Mictlan triangle are on both sides of the river.
All this history and images that relate to where the spirits repose is based in the lower
Colorado River Valleys including Fort Mojave, Chemehuevi, Quechan, Cocopah and Colorado
River Indian Tribes Reservations focused in the surrounding Palo Verde/Parker/Needles
Valleys.
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Old Woman Mountain- Woman's Image

Old Woman Mountain is northwest of Blythe and has an image of a woman grinding on a
metate (grinding stone) on one of its peaks. In Nahuatl the direction is "Cihuatlampa" (woman
westerly direction). The woman image represents Quilaztli. She is grinding the human bones
that Quetzalcoatl brings from Mictlan. This is also the place where the spirits of children who
die during infancy go and are reborn. The women's spirits who die during childbirth also go
there and they were highly elevated and adored. The photo to the right of Old Woman
Mountain is of an old woman grinding corn is similar to the mountain image of Quilaztli grinding
the human bones.

Quilaztli Grinding the Bones

Borgia Codex, Plate 63

Quetzalcóatl brought the bones from Mictlan and took them to Tamoanchan. Upon arriving he
gave the human bones to Quilaztli. She put them in a beautiful earth bowl and started grinding
them. Afterwards, Quetzalcóatl bled his member and the other gods did penance, Apatecuhtli,
Huictlolinqui, Tepanquizqui, Tlallananac, Tzontemoc, and the sixth, Quetzalcóatl. The blood of
Quetzalcóatl and the penance of the Gods brought life to the precious bones from Mictlan.
Humans were the products of the Gods' penance.
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Old Woman Mountain- Quilaztli Face Image

Quilaztli Hill Image
Photo of Painted Rock and The Old Woman Mountain A Learning Landscape, California Center for
Native Nations, University of California, Riverside

On the left is the image of Quilaztli's "pug" face on a small hill where she is receiving the image
of the "V" that is in front of her at Old Woman Mountain. The "V" arrowhead image represents
Quetzalcoatl when he comes from Mictlan with the bones for the new generation of humanity
on Earth. Between the "V" and the face of the woman is the gateway, Chalco, the door to Old
Woman Mountain.

Borgia Codex, Plate 46, Center of Plate

The bowl brazier with the human face represents Quilaztli's pug face and she is representing
the "dark cave," Chantico where the bones are ground and bled by the new fire ignited by
Quetzalcóatl for the beginning of new humanity.
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